Abstract. -Magnetization measurements, parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field have been performed on crystals of TbxGdl-,Alz. We determine the crystal field parameters by fitting the field and temperature dependences of the magnetization angle with [OOl]. The 3 4 and B6 CEF parameters are almost z independent, and 3 4 N 5 X loA4 K/ion for TbAI2.
This investigation aims to determine also the CEF interaction, in special to study in a detailed way the evolution of the CEF parameters. For that we have rotated the Tb3+ (CCTb) and ~d~+ b G d ) magnetic moments, within the plane (110), by use of a magnetic field ( H = 2.05 T) , and measuring the parallel (MI,) and perpendicular (ML) magnetization components.
This enables us to determine the modulus, IMI , and angle of rotation 9 of M with respect to [OOl] . As a by product we determined the anisotropy constant, KI, although due to the strong anisotropies only the value of K1 for low z(= 0.2) was found reliable. We should notice that the anisotropy torque is Lk = MLH, and therefore the measurements of ML is a good tool in determining magnetic anisotropy.
Outline of theoretical model
We will outline a mean-field two-dimensional model [3] , to explain the rotation of ~b~+ and ~d~+ moments, and which takes into account a non-collinearity between such moments. Although the Gd3+ ions do not feel the CEF, they interact via exchange with Tb3+ moments, and therefore we shall have a canting angle, E, between both. We denote by 6 the angle between pGd and [OOl] . Briefly speaking those compounds are well described by a ~b~+ ionic Harniltonian which reads, HTb = HCEF + Hex + HZ (1) where ~z~~~~ describes the interaction between Tb3+ and Gd3+ ions, and ~z~~~~ the one between Tb3+ ions. Hz is the Zeeman term. A description of Hamiltonians (3) may be found in [3] , and include as variable 6 + E. The free energy is evaluated as F = -KBT In Z where the partition function Z is evaluated with the eigenvalues of (1). Also taken into account is the energy of the ~d~+ sublattice, which provides with a relation between 4 and E [3] . The procedure now is to minimize F with values of Bq, B6 that provide the equilibrium ones for 4, E .
Experiment
Magnetization measurements, down to 4. From Fourier analysis of ML isotherms (Fig. 1) we determine Kl. Due to the large anisotropies, the torque L k did not saturate, except for x = 0.2. A scaling with reduced magnetization, m, of the form ma with a = 11.6 was obtained, which deviates from a = 10. A plot of K I 'US. x shows good linearity only with data below x = 0.2 [4] .
Results and discussion
In figure 2 we show the field and temperature dependences of angle 9 of M with [OOl] , with H applied along shows that our B4 values are one order of magnitude smaller, and B6 is of the same order but of opposite sign. We should mention that fitting the angle 9 within a so large ranges of field and temperature is a rather strict test. Another result is the constancy of IMI with rotation in plane (110); this is an indication of absence of magnetization anisotropy, and of quenching of CEF upon lpTbl , which preserves its free ionic moment ( E ~,UB).
